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in the example above, the variable with a capital v was created. that means that spss will not include that variable in the output of the command unless you include the variable when you call the command. in the example above, the command does not include the measurement of zz in its output; therefore, the command will not include it in the output. the example above creates the variable for yyy, but it does not include any other information regarding that variable in its output. if you want to
include other information about a variable in the output of a command, you need to call the variable a second time. for example, you can call the variable, then include the variable name option and include the variable name you want in your output. this example creates the variable, calls it, and then includes the variable name in the output. the above example is a good example of how to create a loop in spss. first, create the variable x. then, call the variable x. next, create the variable y, and

then call the variable y. next, create the variable z, and call the variable z. finally, create the variable zz, and call the variable zz. finally, create the variable zz2, and call the variable zz2. then, create the loop, and add a while loop command. in this loop, set the loops to 7. add another variable to the loop, and call the variable y. then, add another variable to the loop, and call the variable z. next, add another variable to the loop, and call the variable zz. the procedure above is a good example of how
to loop variables in spss. the loop is set to 7. this procedure creates the variable y, then the variable z, and then the variable zz. the loop ends when the variables y and z equal 1. you can then test the variables in the loop, and make changes to the command if you want. if you want to have spss write the syntax for you, you can use the button with a copy symbol.
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To create the correlation matrix, we will click on the SPSS Commands > Measures > Define > Factor > Correlation Matrices. This will launch the correlation matrix creation dialogue box. The correlation matrix will show relationships between variables and factors. We will need to choose among two methods to create the factors from these correlations. We will
choose the eigenvalue > 1 method. In this method, the eigenvalue is at 1, so the factor is a single factor. We will then perform a Varimax rotation to obtain the strongest pattern of loadings. To do this, we will click on SPSS Commands > Factor > Rotate Factors > Varimax rotation. In the case of the Anxiety Questionnaire, this will give us the rotated factor

matrix with values from 0 to 1. The items in the rotated matrix will load on a different axis. In the rotated matrix, the items most related to the factor will load most heavily on the axis. So, we can look at the rotated matrix to check whether the items’ loadings are different. They are. We will see that factor 1 is related to vehicle-centric characteristics. Factor 2
is not at all related to vehicle-centric characteristics, but instead to violations of the traffic law (excessive speeding, violating a traffic sign, or going the wrong direction on a one way street). For factor 3, the items relate to an unsafe mental state. We will interpret this factor by drawing a scree plot, which reflects how the factors change as the number of

factors is increased in the analysis. We will look at the first 3 factors in the rotated matrix and will use only factor 1 and factor 2 to form a conceptual framework. 5ec8ef588b
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